
BUSINESS PLAN FOR DIRECT SALES

Are you about starting a direct sales company? If YES, here is a complete sample direct sales business plan template &
feasibility report you can use for FREE.

Not only do systems make it easier for people who aren't traditional sales representatives to be successful, they
create continuity in the brand. What does the distributor invest? If you skip this step due to the cost, you will
regret it. Some compensation plans emphasize sales, while others focus on recruitment. Are you primarily
interested in direct selling because you love certain products and want to buy them at a discount? Find
Manufacturer or Wholesalers-: After you have chosen a product for your company, it is time to look for a
manufacturer who can manufacture the product to your exact specification in very large quantity or you can
find a wholesaler that can supply you your required product at wholesale price. List our business and products
on yellow pages ads local directories Leverage on the internet to promote our business Leverage on telephone
telemarketing and email email marketing to sell our products Engage in direct marketing and sales Encourage
the use of Word of mouth marketing referrals Direct Sales Company Business Plan â€” Publicity and
Advertising Strategy Despite the fact that our direct sales company is well located, we will still go ahead to
intensify publicity for the business. Would you just like to earn a little extra cash without a big commitment of
time and money? They love a particular product and want to sell it and also buy it at a discount for themselves.
Determine the retail prices for products, marking them up enough so that they can be sold for a profit to
distributors or sub-wholesalers. Please note that this amount includes the salaries of all the staff for the first
month of operation. The Direct sales industry is a billion dollar industry as people as making huge financial
successes on direct sales commission from Multi Level Marketing companies. Compensation Plan: The
compensation plan options are many. One of the most notable direct sales companies of all time is the Mary
Kay cosmetics line, which was one of the first ventures to make it possible for housewives and mothers to
build careers on their own terms. An existing company that is already successful using a conventional business
model, has decidedly better chances of achieving success in the direct sales arena than the totally new
entrepreneur with her own product. Normally, those considering this path fall into two categories. But you
must try to certify your products with as many standard organizations as possible. Pyramid schemes actually
work the same way, although the difference between a pyramid scheme and an MLM is that a pyramid scheme
relies on recruitment only, and not product sales, for revenue. Anyone who wants to start their own direct sales
company today must have a significant amount of capital on hand, or they need to develop a thorough
business plan to get financing from a bank. Do you enjoy the idea of entertaining in your home while at the
same time making some money to offset the cost? With the right reasons to join the direct sales model, sales
associates become inspired to share the story and build the brand every day. If YES, then i advice you read on.
A Direct sales company does not directly pay their sales men or women salary or wages per say, they make
them earn based on commission. Instead, use your network to help you find people in your target market. Hold
a party for family and friends to get started. For example, on your own website you can offer an email
newsletter with tips and helpful hints. Study their products, selling methods and compensation plan. Typically
these plans have weekly payouts. You do not necessarily need everything figured out before the test launch,
but at a minimum, you will need the basic sales commissions, host compensation, recruiting incentives, and
team development to be included. To avoid pyramid-like structures, it's important to avoid direct-selling
operations that emphasize recruitment over sales. To host the business meeting, you have to do the following;
Choose a Venue-: You have to choose a venue for the meeting. You can also bring guest speakers who are
well known in the direct sales industry to talk to them on success strategies in the business. Direct selling is a
multilevel system of payment that includes far more than just sales commissions. To answer whether you have
the right personality for a career in sales, you must be persuasive and have a pleasant yet persistent manner.
We are aware of the stiffer competition and we are well prepared to compete favorably with other leading
direct sales companies and throughout the United States and Canada. Building a new brand requires product
development, manufacturing and distribution investments. Consider becoming a distributor and learning about
the direct selling business before venturing off on your own. In fact, many people who start a business in
direct sales were customers first, and they liked the products so much they decided to sell them. If parties are
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part of the sales platform, create a system that can easily be replicated like Tupperware did.


